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They looked amazing. Before 'Supernatural' took off, they did five-minute piano recitals with their friends. He gave them the
song and they played for him. ' The song was covered by the band Girugamesh, which released it as a single on August 5, 2013,
with the title. (episode 5 during episode 203 and the preview for episode 203) The four made a cameo in the music video as the
band members, with Sam, Dean, Cas, and Bobby taking the lead vocals (James. In the version from Japan, the music video has a
slightly different ending than the version from the US. In Japan, as the band runs for their lives, Bobby and Dean fall off the
back of the van. They then fall in front of an oncoming train.) The song was covered by the band Girugamesh, which released it
as a single on August 5, 2013, with the title. It was the first video not to feature Bobby or Dean. It included so many
'Supernatural' themes like the Boys Crying in the Bathroom after a failed Demon-killing attempt, the Scooby Gang getting
scared by "killer bees", a hilarious Sex Reference (during a discussion about Fun Police and Hellhounds), Evil Doppelgänger
Chambers, Scooby's Doo, the Oompa Loompas, Death, etc. The song was chosen as the title track of the US special edition of
Episode 11, "Green Light", as well as the Japanese special edition of Episode 5 "Pocket Full of Rocks". On August 5, 2013, the
first cover song, "Expectations" by Girugamesh, was released in Japan and was soon followed by its English version. The song
was also covered by the band Girugamesh, which released it as a single on August 5, 2013, with the title. On January 31, 2014,
another version of the song called "Female President" was released. On January 19, 2014, the song "My Life In Pink" was
released as a single of the second edition of the dubstep song called "Supernatural Kids - Supernatural Kids Part 2 -
S.U.P.E.R.N.I.C.E. S.P.E.C.T.S. - Supernatural Kids Part 2", where the song was performed in half time. It is the last dubstep
song played in the final third of the episode.
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